
GBA Minor 9 to Pony League Evaluation Guidelines (2011) 

 Batting  x 1.8 Fielding x 1.15 Throwing x 1.15 
Rating Power Contact Instinct Grounders Flies Movement Instinct Strength Accuracy Instinct 

 
5 

Consistently 
drives ball to 
Outfield 

Almost always 
makes contact / 
Never strikes out 

Always knows 
count and 
situation - adjust 
strategy 

accordingly 

Never errors on 
easy plays / 
Consistently makes 
difficult plays 

Never errors on 
easy flies / 
Consistently makes 
difficult catches 

Exceptional 
movement /  
Easily Tracks 
Balls / Very quick 

and agile 

Knows ahead of time 
what to do in all 
situations / Extreme 
awareness 

CF to Home in air 
with little arc 

Rarely misses 1B 
from SS 

Always knows 
when and where 
to throw 

 
4 

Often drives ball 
to shallow 

Outfield 

Consistently 
makes contact / 

Rarely strikes out 

Usually aware 
and usually adjust 

to situation 

Rarely errors on 
easy plays / 

Sometimes makes 
difficult plays 

Rarely errors on 
easy flies / 

Sometimes makes 
difficult catches 

Good movement / 
Tracks well / 

Quick response 

Knows what to do in 
most situations / Good 

awareness 

3B to 1B in air 
with little arc 

Sometimes 
misses 1B from 

SS 

Usually knows 
when and where 

to throw 

 
3 

Sometimes 
drives ball to 

Outfield 

Moderate contact 
/ Strikes out 

somewhat 

Somewhat aware 
of situation and 

sometimes 
adjusts 

Sometimes errors on 
easy plays / 

Occasionally makes 
difficult plays 

Sometimes errors on 
easy flies / 

Occasionally makes 
difficult catches 

Some movement 
/ Some tracking / 

Average 
response 

Knows what to do in 
basic situations / 

Average awareness 

3B to 1B in air 
with much arc 

Sometimes 
misses 1B from 

2B 

Sometimes 
knows when and 

where to throw 

 
2 

Rarely drives ball 
past infield 

Occasional 
contact / Strikes 

out a fair amount 

Seldom aware 
and rarely adjusts 

 

Often errors on easy 
plays / Rarely makes 

difficult plays 

Often errors on easy 
flies / Rarely makes 

difficult catches 

Little movement / 
Little to no 

tracking / Slow to 
respond 

Sometimes knows what 
to do in very basic 

situations / Not aware 
sometimes 

3B to 1B  in a few  
bounces 

Often misses 1B 
from 2B 

Rarely knows 
when and where 

to throw 

 
1 

Rarely drives ball 

past pitcher 

Rarely makes 

contact / Usually 
strikes out 

Unaware of 

situations 
 

Usually will commit 

an error on plays 

Unable to catch fly 

balls 

No movement / 

tracking / 
response 

Rarely knows what to 

do / Unaware 

Unable to get the 

ball from 3B to 1B 
even on a roll 

Usually misses 

any target 

No restraint in 

knowing when or 
where to throw 

Weight 35% 45% 20% 35% 35% 15% 15% 35% 45% 20% 

 

 Base Running x 0.9   Participation   Pitching Catching 
Rating Speed Quickness Instinct  Rating   Rating Pitchers only Catchers Only 

 
5 

Extremely Fast (from 
point to point) 

Extremely 
Quick (first 
step) 

Always aware of when and 
when not to run / Consistently 
gets the extra base 

  
Most 

Participated in most to nearly 
all games and practices.  

  
Exceptional 

(EX) 

Very dominate pitcher.  Throws 
accurate and hard.  Rarely 
scored against and strikes out 
most batters.  Good Endurance. 

Dominate Catcher.  Throws some 
runners out.  Very rarely has pass 
balls and has strong / quick release. 
Great judgment and awareness. 

 
4 

Vary Fast (from 
point to point) 

Pretty Quick 
(first step) 

Pretty aware of when and 
when not to run / Often gets 
the extra base 

  
Many 

Missed numerous games / 
practices. Only there 75% of 
time. 

  
Very Strong 

(VS) 

Successful pitcher.  Throws 
either very hard or very accurate 
or a little of both.  Can score 

against but not a lot. 

Solid Catcher.  Has either good 
blocking skills or a good strong / 
quick release.   Few pass balls. 

Good judgment and awareness. 

 
3 

Average Average Somewhat aware of when 
and when not to run / 
Sometime gets the extra base 

  
Part 

Missed a large number of  
games / practices.  Only 
there part-time.  Only there 

50% of time. 

  
Solid 
(SD) 

Successful at times. Can 
struggle at times but comes 
through at times too.   

Some success at catching.  Has 
potential at either catching/blocking 
or strong/quick release.  Learning 

judgment. 

 
2 

Below Average Below 
Average 

Not always aware of when 
and when not to run / rarely 
gets the extra base  

  This category helps the 
league president determine if 
an adjustment is necessary.  

  This category will help indicate 
who are definite pitchers This 
does not include pitchers who did 

not contribute. 

This category will help indicate who 
are definite catchers. This does not 
include catchers who were not 

contributors. 

1 Very Slow No quickness Not aware of when and when 
not to run / never gets the 

extra base  

  Please do not count injuries 
or unusual circumstances. 

  Do not rate any players who 
have pitched but was not really a 

contributing factor to your team. 

Do not rate any players who have 
caught but was not really a 

contributing factor to your team. 

Weight 40% 40% 20%  Modifier Part -1 rnd Many -.5 rnds 
Most -0 rnds 

 Modifier EX +1.5 rnds VS +1 rnd ST +.5 
rnds 

EX +.75 rnds VS +.5 rnd ST +.25 
rnds 

 
Please score in .25 intervals.  The spreadsheet will automatically calculate weights.  Participation ratings are to indicate players missing from teams for other activities that should factor into future considerations (not one 
time events).  Pitchers and Catchers will be indicated on the draft lists.  A positive modifier may be added by the league president to balance things out more for these skilled positions.   Note: Batting modifier is 
automatically calculated in spreadsheet.  


